
Dear both, 	 8/30/98 

It was thoughtful and it is useful and what you had no way of knowing, when 

it came was timely. We could both use the lift it gave us. 

I know about rice and it happens I've always liked it. Wo from the nephro-

logist. Rite is now my potatoes!  4711,--11e(1 

It was a difficult week for both cei us. hil's legs are giving her more 

trouble from en undiagnosed problem and moving arou..id 1$ mere diffuclt for her. 

Suddenti I became much.more tired, with ne 'mown medical ceuee.Cardilogist 

at Hopkins Tuesdqy was pleased. He in also more optimistic on the kidneys and the 

dialysis than the nephrologist predicted. 

Right now we have a new problem, finding someone to apply the medication 

to mjr back every evening and to wash it about trice a week. The washing makes it 

itch more. Our neighbor Who is a nurse, has been doing it but when school 	 /- 
starts she will be lokking for a parttime job. They are a wonderful family. relft://kildflt ,  

I've returned to Ulay the corrected retyping of Whoring with History: How  

the Gerald Posners Protect the King Assaesias. Dave has road the first 12 

chapters and thinks well of it. 

The new "investigation" announced by the DJ is the wrong one and assures 

more &senchantment. I wrote to Cong. JohN Lewis and Andy lound and got no 

response. As I did not from Reno. But I surely could load one up!dith the 

most sensational information, all official. 

They seem to want to stay out of it and not to say anything other than the 

King family did. 
V-) 

Dexter Ring did not answer we, nor did his mother answer Jerry. 

Dave is doing a good iNanuscript on the Zapruder film. Just went over several 

chpatere. Feeds doing and is overdue/. 

Again thanks and our best, 


